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The kits show the outline of Ukraine including annexed Crimea and feature the words "Glory to Ukraine!
Glory to the Heroes!" Stringer / AFP

Russia on Tuesday sent a letter of complaint to UEFA over Ukraine's "political" Euro 2020 kit
that features the outline of Moscow-annexed Crimea and is emblazoned with popular
patriotic chants.

In the letter from the Russian football federation to UEFA just three days before the Euro
starts, it said: "We draw attention to the use of political motives on the Ukrainian national
team's jersey, which goes against the basic principles of the UEFA kit regulations."

Kiev has provoked Moscow's ire after its football association unveiled Euro 2020 kits that
show the outline of Ukraine including Crimea, which was annexed by Russia in 2014.

The shirts also feature the words "Glory to Ukraine! Glory to the Heroes!"
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Ukraine President Volodymyr Zelenskiy was quick to back the shirt after news of Russia's
UEFA-bound letter broke.
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A post shared by Володимир Зеленський (@zelenskiy_official)

Posting two photographs on Instagram of himself holding a jersey with the number 95,
Zelenskiy said: "The Ukrainian national football team's new jersey is in fact not like the
others.
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"It knows how to shock. It bears many important symbols that unify the Ukrainian people."

UEFA traditionally stresses the importance of steering clear of politics in football.

But in a statement to AFP, European football's governing body said the Ukrainian shirt "has
been approved by UEFA, in accordance with the applicable equipment regulations."

According to UEFA kit regulations, items must not "offend common decency or transmit
political, religious or racial messages."

Most countries do not recognize Russia's takeover of Crimea.

Andriy Pavelko, the president of the Football Association of Ukraine, said the design had been
agreed with UEFA "long before" the kit's official presentation on Sunday.

On the front of the yellow shirt, the outline of Ukraine — which gained independence from the
Soviet Union in 1991 — is picked out in white, including Crimea and the separatist-controlled
regions of Donetsk and Lugansk.

"Glory to Ukraine" is a patriotic chant that became a rallying cry for protesters who ousted a
Kremlin-backed leader during a popular uprising in 2014.

Related article: Ukraine, Western Allies Defend Crimea on Euro 2020 Kit

The revolt was condemned by Moscow and sparked a crisis in ties between the two countries.
Russia annexed Crimea and supported Russian-speaking insurgents in Ukraine's east. The
conflict has claimed the lives of more than 13,000 people.

The slogan has drawn criticism from Moscow for its association with World War II-era
nationalist groups who cooperated with the Nazis.

Russian Foreign Ministry spokeswoman Maria Zakharova said that Euro 2020 organizers and
fans "should know" that the Ukrainian rallying cry "imitates" an infamous Nazi slogan.

She also derided the map, saying Ukraine's football team "attached Ukraine's territory to
Russia's Crimea."

Euro 2020 will be played from June 11 to July 11 across 11 cities including St. Petersburg.
Russia's second city will host seven matches, including a quarter-final.

Ukraine have been drawn in Group C, opening against the Dutch in Amsterdam on Sunday
before facing North Macedonia and Austria in Bucharest.

Russia are in Group B and open against Belgium in St. Petersburg before taking on Finland at
the same stadium four days later. Their group stage culminates on June 21 against Denmark in
Copenhagen.
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